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AFTrack

1. Simple anchor alarm

Select 
Overlay button

Anchor Alarm



  

Start 
by activation

AFTrack
Anchor Alarm



  

By leaving the alarm 
zone sounds a 
notification with vibration
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Anchor Alarm



  

2. Anchor alarm for a way 
point

A external GPS-Trackers 
or another AFTrack 
instance is needed
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Load the way point list 
and do a long press on 
the selected entry
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… and set the alarm
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The GPS-Tracker sends 
position updates and on 
leaving the alarm zone 
sounds a notification with 
vibration. No need to be 
at the boat to have a 
control.
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NV-Digital Charts 

These charts needs to be 
activated first

Go to the map settings
Last entry below

AFTrack
NV-Digital



  

 
In Dialog put your values 
(CD key with blanks, lines 
or without a sign)
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Get the status for a 
registration or 
send a registration

AFTrack
NV-Digital



  

 
Now copy the charts to 
the phone space, set the 
scan folder (in map 
settings)

AFTrack
NV-Digital



  

 
Now scan the charts  
(map settings) and view it
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NV-Digital



  

GPS-Tracker

AFTrack can send a 
position as a tracker or 
receive positions for other 
tracker hardware. Using 
SMS or GSM for this 
features.  

AFTrack
GPS-Tracker



  

To send direct use the 
tool button 

AFTrack
GPS-Tracker



  

Before sending visit the  
online or SMS settings 
and set an entry for the 
receiving host or the 
format and number for 
SMS

AFTrack
GPS-Tracker



  

For automatic sending 
please select the option 
'Send with Log' and start 
a track. The system will 
send on every log entry 
(online and/or via SMS) 

AFTrack
GPS-Tracker



  

On receiving SMS it will 
be checked for postion 
data and added to the 
database as new way 
point or as an update for a 
point. It is also possible to 
read a SMS direct from 
inbox.

AFTrack
GPS-Tracker



  

When the incoming 
positions should be used 
as a track please visit the 
GPS settings first and set 
the Log Mode SMS to  
'SMS Positions'

AFTrack
GPS-Tracker



  

... and start a new track. 
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GPS-Tracker



  

When receiving SMS 
positions from more then 
one GPS tracker please 
set also Log Mode SMS 
to ‚Multiple SMS 
Positions‘. The system 
generates for each tracker 
a separate track.
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Wind-Info

The current wind direction 
and strength is shown.
Activate in display 
settings

AFTrack
Wind-Info



  

The info comes from the 
next station near to the 
map center.

The info can also come 
from a sensor or a grib 
database.

AFTrack
Wind-Info
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